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occasionally with his APE odoriferous and valuable. In the library of &c., Defender of the Fay th, and under cellent way.—That part of the Bible being were to change horses and driver. A little!
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¡th them, will effect in# Testament on Silk, with the Liturgy, and churche or Englande.'
such a tongue, and then they met together, ling here and there from the dwellings on the prefacing a tale called 44 Thè Murderess/5
’ used but for a fair per® short Martyrology ; at the end of it there
“ The ryght and just administracyon of and one read the translation, the rest hold road side.—The horses flew forward with1 purporting to be some of the “ pages from
lire. This much is place is written in Greek, 44 By the hand of the the lawes that God gave unto Moses and
increasing speed, the wheels whirled rapid the diary of a Philadelphia Lawyer.”
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d more conclusive dem®® of the Greek MSS. were written all in capi Solomon ; the lucky and prosperous age
mental and happy companion upon the
“ It is a fact established by the wisdom
icacy of Dr. Evans’ 0 tal letters ; the small letter not being gener with the multyplicacyon ofsede which God
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is and Aperient Mei» ally adopted until the close of the 10th cen gave unto Abraham and Sara his wife, be THE LASTOF THE STAGE COACH coach box. ‘ Do you see that light, sir ?’ he of the learned, and the experience of the in
inquired with a tone of pleasure. I looked quisitive, that there are principles in the
by the following import® tury. Numerous curious abbreviations also given unto you most gracyous pry nee, with
MEN.
in the direction indicated with his whip.—- physiology of woman which peculiarly ca
r cures effected by M existed in them ; the first and last letters, your dearest just wyfe and most vertuous
1 All in !’ -cried the stage agent, as he One light burned higher, brighter and more
qualities—all of wbiw and sometimes with the middle letter of a pryncesse quene Jane.”
pacitate her for endurance and perseverance
turned the handle of the door. The coach cheerful than the rest. 4 That bright light is
, VVm. Evans’ Medical | word only appearing, and the words not
This dedication is thus subscribed : —
under protracted affliction.
man or 1 driver,’ as he is denominated in in Mary’s window,’ he said i she always sits
street. One or two oH being separated. The following literal ren
44 Your grace’s humble subjecte
In the corroding pangs of hunger—under
the parlance of New England, till this an there waiting for my return.
espectfully gives to a |J' dering of Matth. v. 1. 2. according to the
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44 and daylye oratour,
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Codex Bezae, or Cambridge MSS. of the
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44 Myles Coverdale.”
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manuscripts were anciently written and now allowed to be read, and had, in Eng the reins in the palm of his left hand, shook to his lips, blew a long and cheerful blast. under almost every physical hardship, to
them slightly, and with an air professional, The horses, as if catching inspiration friim
wUh pain and distress in
which the constitution of human nature is
ie stomach, shortness J. printed :—
lish ; but not so always, for in some part of setting himself the while with a forward in
the sound, darted ahead with renewed swift subjected, it is universally admitted that the
heart ; exercise would a , ; ANDSEEINGTHEMULTITUDESHE WENTUP
his reign, Tindal’s Bible was suppressed, clination of his body more firmly on his seat.
ness, and the next moment the coach wheels gentler sex have a characteristic patience
•e using your Can!om'®
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by act of parliament; indeed, the Bible Drawing them through his fingers, till he
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of the quiet village. The stage rolled along them for scenes of trial.
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Chancellor, the Speaker of the House of ly, he took his long whip, constructed of an
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English historians mention some part of the Peace, and Recorders of the Cities, appertained a lash nearly twice as long, nother with harsh and vulgar manners,
I thunderbolt—he may stand at the cannon’s
m ; my complaints ere^
•h ibdigesiioii
°f ^ie Bible to have been translated into the might quote passages, to enforce their pub flourished this 4 baton’ of his station scien disliked him at once and determined to go mouth, or mane the lion in his den—put
lic harangues. A nobleman or gentleman tifically, and, with the grace of a professor,
n ’and dizzinessinmother-tongue in the beginning of the-8th
no farther that night, for my curiosity was him but under the chronic afflictions, which
nedicine without effect,
might read it in his house or gardens, quiet three or four times round his head, winding
roused to see more of my new friend. press, though lightly, yet with prolonged and
»valuable CamonuMg^
al effects upon me logl J. Among the Landsown MSS. preserved ly and without disturbing good order; but up with the loud report of the snapper close 4 Coachman,’ I said to him,4 you have cre untiring certainty upon him, and his peevish
women, artificers, apprentices, journeymen, to the ears of the leaders.
Ina few days 1 sb '
ated an interest in me ; I wish to go with and impatient nature sinks under the endur
in the British Museum, there is a volume
husbandmen, and laborers, were to be pun
y gratitude to you
1
4 T—t—t ! cam ! accompanied this start you to your house ; I should be gratified in ance of his trials, while woman at his side,
stated to be 100 years older than Wicklif
ished with one month’s imprisonment, as of ling salutation of his favorite bards, and a- witnessing your domestic bliss.’ 4 Nothing
fe’s lime, (Wickliffe flourished about 1360./
stands uncomplaining and resigned.
ten as they were detected in reading the way they sprang, tossing their slender heads would make me happier,’ he replied ; 4 I
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Evans.
1., add ll This book has been considered, by no inBible,
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in the air, and flinging out their fore legs was wishing to ask that honor of you, yet which the human family are constantly sub
•efore need on y
competent judge, even of a still earlier date,
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ancj as tjie fjrst and earliest English transla- ing shall be taught or maintained contrary wide, and hoofs clattering upon the round was afraid it would be too bold in me.” jected, there is a distinction, which a course
to the king’s instructions;” Hen. VIII. c. pavements of the streets of Providence. 4 Ail ready gentlemen,’ cried the new coach
tion known.
The following extract /the
of some considerable experience in the way
39.
Such, however, was the privilege of a The ratling of the wheels, the loud crash of man, ascending the box. 4 We are waiting
first chapter of GenesisJ from this edition,
wardness of the human ràind has convinced
peerage, that ladies of quality might read the lash, which with the repeated reports, for you sir,’4 Pitch me my valise driver I
me, throws no such favorable contrast in the
is a highly curious and interesting specimen
44 to themselves alone,” and not to others, still played skillfully about their heads and shall go no farther to’night.’ The valise,
constitution of the sexes. Man is impetuous,
of early translations :—
44 any chapter in the Old or New Testa flanks, and encouraging interjections of the with a heavy sound accompanied by an
and generally in extremes while under ex
u In ye beginning God made of nought ment.”
coachman,
momently influencing addi oath fiom the driver struck the gallery, and citement, no matter how evil or debased,
rtland, Agent
Stat J hevene and erU^ .
For sothe the erthe was
1536. About this time Bibles were or tional fire into the spirited animals. In a with a flourish and a crack of the whip the
but he is nevertheless quick in his suscepti
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apply i®1. U idtl and voide ; and
a
... 3 may apmy
derknessis werun on dered to be set up in some convenient place
few minutes we had left the town and were stage rolled away from the inn, leaving me bilities of change, and often traverses from
,nts, Daniel RemA‘ . the face of depthe, and the spyrit of the
within their churches, so that the parish flying over the smooth turnpike, which was standing beside of my friend the Bene the padir of sin and criminal depravity to
;kett, Norway ; TW' [¿iLord
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was born on the waters.
ioners might resort to the same, and read the only line in communication either for the dict.
; Nathan ^”¿1
the zenith of moral rectitude. Reformation
ffin, BranW'K’Liñí *Townley’s Illustrations of Biblical Literature. it, and the charge of this book to be a rata mail or travellers between that place and
After having engaged a room for the night in the most abandoned of men, is a matter
bly borne between them and the parishion Boston. I had taken my seat by the side at the inn, I was, in a few minutes, on my
iner; R. G.
tSPT, is contracted for spirzT.
of occasional observance with the mental
le, Augusta ,; -•
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change like that of nature. It has no sec River, called DeWitt. For the last week t:._
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T.J Tuesday and Wednesday swam several ent Friends.—1The South Carolina politicians,
footed,)
and
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ond spring time. Once blighted in its hours 1 some citizens of Carroll, and others from Sasince Mr. Calhoun’s somerset, have been
“ streams—I suffered with the intense heat
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ed upon it, but tbe sore root of blighted in have one piece of artillery, threatenmg every whizzing by me, and he fell on his face and ing but quarter deck left—my neck so swol ness and readiness of adaptation than might
nocence will never again waken unto life, nor day to attack the Mormons in DeWitt ; in fact, seemed to die instantly. After this, we exex len with musqueto bites that 1 coukl scarce have been anticipated. They check-by-jowl
aply move my head—-ate six dead fish luesday it with their new associates, and bill and coo,
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attack
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pected
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quarters
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the cherished flowers of hope blossom with
It is strange
rnanv guns fired from both sides, but only iiroaching weakj^s frofn loss of blood, and and eight Wednesday—Wednesday after affectionately as possible.
their wonted beauty.”.
noon crawled into a large log—the hole be enough, under all the circumstances, fpr
, one man wounded of the mob party, as they
A large experience in criminal practice, are called. We were there on yesterday, and feared I must soon give up. We very soon ing too short to admit six feet one, I took a there must be an excess of Christian spirit if
entered lhe bushes, C. going ahead. 1 soon
has taught me that in a majority of cases,; endeavored to bring about a reconciliation lost him. I nmdcjny way along till night, ban-el up from the .shore to make out the they can forget all the cutting things they
where offenders are exposed before human' between the parties ; thé citizens proposed among the palmettoes, which cut my feet length—had a good nap—waking, I tell have said oi each other—these gentlemen in
tribunals—-the object of all earthly penalties’ that if the Mornions would leave the country cruelly ; added to this, were musquetoes, something under my chin—gave it a brush office, and the old Carolina wings. We
—which are, or ought to be, only inflicted and not return again, they would pay them which were a formidable foe.
At dark on oft’—was stung at that instant with a centi should like to know Mr. Pickens’s present
for the prevention, and not the punishment back the amount their property cost, with ten Sunday night, I came out on the beach, and pede—got up, looked out and saw four views of the Kitchen Cabinet. He once
of crime—is obtained in a favorable number per cent, interest thereon, return them the a- travelled till near daylight. Finding my sloops making up the shore—wind light—I said on the floor of Congress, that a * infer,
moK^d&g^adeAstim^nesHGommpt^se.t^of^wnetehes»
of Cases, when judiciously administered to mount of their expenses in coming and going wounds bleeding profusely, 1 tore off the anxiously kept along with them, but they never lived, than the leaders of the party now
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man, but that woman, once arraigned, sel
The Mormons replied that ever since they Up—which continued to bleed all the next
At daylight saw them standing in for the in power."—This is pretty harsh language,
dom concludes her iniquitous drama until have been a people they have been driven day.
I laid down and sometimes fell down, shore—I lashed my tar bucket to a long pole bi?8^^l1^V'eknfo^lo’nHt*th’a’t'*it^vvas«^nrcWer’**
death draws the’curtain upon her.
from place to place, and they had determined often thinking I should not be able to rise with my knife lanyard, and hoisted it as a and no doubt it was well merited. But now,
My diary presents to me many appalling they should be driven no more, and that they again. My
were increased from the gjgna| of distress—they saw it, and to my forsooth, Mr. Pickens is following the guiI-., fears
---Has he raised
evidences of the irresistible truth of my had determined, every one of them, to die on trail of blood which 1 left behind, knowing unutterable joy, I was taken on board tbe dance of these same leaders.
a gOO(j .niark for them. Monday I wrecking sloop Mount Vernon, where 1 this “ vile, corrupt set of wretches” to liis
conclusions, and as I have received them the ground. There are3 about one hundred
are there, and are
the beach—went to the found my lost friend, Wyer, who, to my as own level—or degraded himself to theirs ?
l—
— I confmuet| . (O travel...
from the living impress, so have I recorded families of Mormons who
in town
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--------- -------------------------------- them with nothing extenuated, and surely I now encamped with,their wagons in town, river running parallel with the sea, for wa- ,tonishment, called my name from over the
The Madisonian states that the new patent
of the vessel. Thus ended my cruel ad
,
may add, “ nor aught set down in malice to having just arrived ; what number of men ter—ate nothing that day—came to New side
they have we could not ascertain, but pre river, waded in to my neck, and swam off, venture, and not till then was I fully sensi• office, now in progress at Washington, will
the sex.”
sume they have considerable assistance fi om finding the current setting from both shores |ble of my soreness.
Under the blessing of in splendor exceed either of the departments
£3
their principal town—Far West—in Caldwell to the centre, making it very doubtful to me God 1 have been saved to return to my of the Government. The Hall is to be the
FOREIGN NEWS.
(county, about sixty or seventy miles distant ; from the long time 1 was there, whether I friends in perfect health, and those who read largest single room , in the world—the ceiling
in fact, within the last twenty four hours, could ever reach the opposite shore.—Here I my letter can judge of my hair-breadth es to be supported by one or two hundred pil
From Europe.—By the packet ship Bur their numbers have increased so much, that was about to despair. 1 finally got foothold capes.
lars, and the portico alone is to cost $170,000.
8. Cammett.
gundy, at New York from Havre, we have the tnob have declined an attack until rein and gained the shore, but found myself very
The Court House and Clerk’s Office, nt
received our files of Paris papers to Sept. 30. forced from other connties. A messenger has much exhausted. I should think the river
ffi/^It is our humane and highly pleasing
They contain political news of considerable just arrived, who left there at daylight this was a quarter of a mile wide. It was about duty to say of Capt. Geo. Alden and his Columbus, (Geo.) have been destroyed by
interest.
The difficulties between France morning, and reports that the guards were night—I kept on—occasionally would lie crew, of the wrecking sloop Mount Vernon, fire, which is supposed to be the work ol tm
•
iary-.
and Switzerland, which were assuming a se fired on by the Mormons about 1 o’clock last down during the night, gathering the sea- '| that our treatment was in the highest degree desFroyed.
The Court was to meet on tbe
rious aspect, from the determination exhibit. night, which continued until the time he left, weed to cover me, while asleep. When I kind, hospitable, over generous—dressing our
i but no one had been shot of the mob. Some awoke, would go again till weary, and then wounds, nursing us with parental kindness, next day.
ed bv the former, to enforce the expulsion 20 or 30 from our county have volunteered
giving us clothing, regretting when we left,
take a nap.
of Louis Napoleon from the territory of the their assistance.
The ship Southerner, with a valuable car
Tuesday morning, fair weather—saw a that they had no money to give us, and all
latter, and the disposition manifested by
The commanders of the mob are Dr. Aus house ahead, which proved to be the Peter of us feeling as if attached with the strong go from Canton, relative to whose safety
a great part of the Swiss Cantons to resist tin, (Gen.) and Col. Jones. The Mormons
son house, as I was told by the wreckers—it est ties of friendship. On board of the In fears had been entertained, arrived safely al
the demand, are happily brought to an end, are commanded by Hinkle. I dont think 1 is a one story frame house, and has a long dex they were equally hospitable.
On New York, on Friday last. The S. report»
by the resolution of the pretender to the ever saw more resolute and determined men lime been vacated—I hoped here to find board the Revenue Cutter Madison, Capt. having been becalmed for forty days.
crown of bis namesake, voluntarily to with than the Mormons. It was our unanimous something to satisfy my hunger, but I was Howard, (our old friend and acquaintance)
opinion, that if some force sufficient to sup disappointed—here was another river to gave us a feeling reception and lhe most
The Nashville Whig of the 17th nit. siiys:
draw.
press them does not interpose immediately,
« J|^O’he first detachment of 6^0’'’Cherokees
Letters from Constantinople to Sept. 4, there will be great slaughter, and many valu ’swim—for the first time I saw two large al- cordial welcome.
To correct wrong ¡missions and wickej pasis'ed through this city yesterday on their
speak with more confidence than at any able lives lost—some of our first citizens have igators, and the river was full of sharks ol
prejudices that exist agaiyst^the wreckers off -way to the West ; and another detachment
former period, of the prospect of a war be engaged in it. Our country is under great the largest kind—1 was divested of fear and the coast of Florida, we^&el bound by ev
may be looked for today or to-morrow.”
in I plunged and landed safe on the other
tween Turkey and Egypt, which they say excitement in consequence of it, and there ia side, feeling no enemy to be worse than the ery thing sacred to state, that instead ot be
letters from Alexandria represent as cer no telling where it will end.
Indians—I travelled on, my feet being very ing “ plunderers and pirates,’’ as they are of
Four vessels arrived at New Bedford on
Your obedient servant,
tain. The Sultan was making great efforts
sore—ofteii0mes would climb a tree to see ten represented, it is the height of their am Friday from the Pacific Ocean, which
WILLIAM F. DUNNICA.
if any ddhger was at hand, and hoping to see bition to save lives and property.
to recruit the strength of his army in Asia,
brought upwards of 9500 brls. of sperm oil,
S. CAMMETT,
marks of civilization to encourage me in my
which had suffered severe losses from the
valued at about two hundred and ninety
The U. S. Frigate Macedonian passed up lonely journey—ate nothing this day—swam
E. WYER, Jr.
thousand dollars.
plague. Letters direct from Alexandria last evening from the anchorage off the Hos
also speak of the threats of Mehemet pital, to the Navy Yard, whence, after receiv and forded several small streams and creeks,
which was very painful in my wounded sit
Melancholy Suicide.—There is something
The Brunswick (Geo.) Advocate of the !
Ali, to send an army to the gates of Con ing some outfits, she will proceed to the
uation.
singular in the state of mind which will lead t4th ultimo, states that eight companies of
West
India
station,
as
the
flag
ship
of
Com

stantinople.
Wednesday morning came with fair weath to the commission of suicide.
, mounted men are to be raised forthwith from
The news from Spain was still favora modore Dallas, who it is understood does not er, continued my journey as the days previ
A most melancholy suicide took place near the
,
Eastern division to move against tbe
ble to the cause of the Carlists.
The come home in the Constitution.
;
ous, clambered a tree, and found a huge the Girard College, the other day, of which, Seminoles,
supposed to be in the Okefonoke
Norfolk Herald.
troops of Don Carlos had gained some
snake had ascended before me, and lay out undoubtedly our readers have heard.
A swamp.
,
Gem Charles Floyd has been ap
slight advantages, and were covering a
on one of the limbs, coiled up as if asleep. young gentleman named Reed, a fine young
The U. S. Exploring squadron was passed I was well armed with a club, but took good man, well known to many of our fellow pointed to the command.
wider extent z>fcountry.
by brig Mexican, which has arrived at Salem care not to arouse him. His size round was citizens, was seen by the workmen walk
The rate of Postage by the Liverpool and
A letter from Vienna, dated Sept. 16, from Leghorn, on the 15th nit. in latitude 35,
about the size of my ancle. 1 had been ing backwards and forwards in the vicinity of London Packets has been fixed at 12 1-2«
says that a whole village in Moravia has longitude 20 60.—Boston Patriot.
without food three days and nights, and was Girard College. Soon afterwards, some of per single letter, and double, &.c. in the usual
requested permission to change its religion,
very hungry. 1 hoped to find something to them thinking that he acted a little odd, notic proportion.
The most outrageous frauds were alleged eat* among the wrecked matter that had ed him more particularly.
The inhabitants wish to abjure the Catho
He knelt down,
in conducting the elections in New Jersey, washed up to the shore, but found nothing and they instantly heard the report of a pistol.
lic faith and to become Protestants.
By the arrival from Mexico of the U.S.
The death of Dr, Francia, the Dictator Pennsylvania and Ohio. It seems to have but dead fish, and it was a hard scramble to They hastened to the spot, when, melancholy sloop of war Erie and and schr. Grampus »t
been
a
settled
policy
with
the
locos
to
elect
of Paraguay, is contradicted on the au as the judges of elections the most unprinci know whether .1 or the Pelican and other to say, Reed had shot himself with a pistol, New Orleans on the 15th ult. $227,980 in
thority of a letter from Mr. Bonpland to pled men of the New York infidel school, birds should be served first, as they exist in having pointed it directly to the heart. He specie have been received by the merchants
Mr. flumboldt, written in the beginning of who have no fears of future retribution, no acres, and are so numerous that fish are all looked up, remarking, “ well, 1 think I have of that city. The French vessels of war bad
taken up before they get old. A dead fish missed my aim this time.” It Was found that retired from before the ports of Matamoras
July, at which time he was in good health. scruples about a false oath, and no com
was a great luxury, and when I had satiated the ball had not struck the heart, but had
The harvest of grain throughout punctions about cheating political opponents. my appetite, I would pul them on my bat to passed down into the abdomen—but he lived and Tampico, and the whole squadron had
Western Germany is represented to have The following is one of the many paragraphs dry, while journeying on. An hour or two not long afterwards, having been immediate concentrated near Vera Cruz.—Portland Adv.
proved abundant in quantity and excellent illustrating the outrages which have been before sunset, saw two sail that did not ap ly conveyed to the hospital.
The Cashier of Amherst Bank, Mass., has
perpetrated.—Kennebec Journal.
pear to notice me ; soon after I saw two
Young Reed was 27 years of age. He had been detected in a fraudulent transaction to
in quality.
Election
Frauds
m
New
Jersey.
—
It
is
al

more,
who
were
in
pursuit
of
a
Dutch
brig.
been
a
clerk
in
one
of
our
large
bookselling
The Sultan, according to a letter from
leged, for instance, that in one small district As I have before written, 1 hoisted my shirt establishments until recently, when he was the amount of $17,000. It is probable lie
Constantinople, has sent to the Queen of
had no fraudulent intention, but was drawn
in Bergen County, N. J., there are thirtyEngland a splendid necklace, formed of five Whig voters prepared to make affidavit, on a pole and waved it with all my strength book-keeper to an extensive brokering house. into it for the purpose of accommodating a
—they discovered me, and happy was 1 to
We have been told by a gentleman who friend. The friend became deeper and
diamonds, rubies and emeralds, valued at that they, each one of them, voted the Whig be rescued from the many perils I had en
knew him well, that he was a young gentle
upwards of 300,000 francs. The clasp is ticket, and yet, when the ballots were count countered. Indians, Alligators, Sharks, the man of fine mind, of winning manners, and deeper involved in difficulty, and the cash
• beautifully enamelled, bearing the cypher ed—although in number they agreed with Moccasin Snakes, Arabs, and various other‘ fascinating conversation. He was well read, ier ventured deeper and deeper into the
poll list—there was only twenty-two reptiles, were foes in my way, but thank of excellent morals, and much esteemed by’ fraudulent proceeding, with the forlorn hope
z ,of the Sultan, surrounded by brilliants of the
i
votes for the Whig ticket. Of course thir God I have been spared to return to my an extended circle of friends and acquaintan- that the friend’s affairs would take a favora
the first water.
ble turn, and enable him to replace the fundi
In a coal-mine, near Charleroi, at the teen whig ballots must have been taken out friends and tell my perilous tale. My ever• ces.—The same gentleman also tells us that, improperly withdrawn.—It is dangerous de
of the box, and as many Loco Foco tickets lasting gratitude is due to Captain George’ young Reed used frequently to speak of the
depth of 1,100 feet, a fossil palm tree, the substituted for them. Other incidents are
viating from the strait line of integrity, ewn
trunk of which is 36 inches in diameter, mentioned tending to corroborate the belief Alden and crew, of New York, master of the’ crime of suicide, deprecating it ns unworthy io accommodate a friend.
wrecking sloop Mount Vernon, who dress; of the Christian character—little thinking
has lately been found in a vertical position, that the ballot box itselj has been systematical ed my wounds, and treated me with unusual probably, that he should himself “shuffle off’
The Maine Parmer, after a few months'
with its roots fixed in the sub-stratum. ly violated.—JW. Y. American.
kindness.
ELEAZER WYER, Jr.
this mortal coil” by a pistol aimed by his own
tarry at Hallowell, has gone back to Winth
It is about to be transferred to the Cabi
arm.
—
Philadelphia
Sentinel.
The following letter is from Stephen CamThe whig state committee of Pennsylvania
rop, its original location. Its character and
net of Natural History at Brussels.
mett of Portland, now in this city, wrecked
its circulation heing well established, it can
The Messager mentions it as decidedI say that the vote for Ritner is full as large as in the brig Aina ;—
Atlantic
Steam
Navigation.
—
A.
company
they expected, and they based their calcula
hardly fail to exert a good and powerful in
that a corps of observation of 1,5,000 men tions on 10.000 majQiity for him. There is
has
been
formed
in
New
York,
a
subscription
“ My story in regard to the shipwreck of
fluence on the agricultural prosperity of our
is to be formed on the eastern frontier, an unaccountable increase of loco foco votes the Aina and. being surprised by the Indians opened for raising a capital in shares of $500 State.—Temp. Gaz.
and adds—“ No general officer has been in many places where that party had the on the coastof Florida, cannot be otherwise each, and application is to be made for an act
appointed to the command, but the name control of the elections.
than the same as Wyer’s, until we entered of incorporation, for the purpose of naviga
The editor of the Gospel Banner, publish
the bushes v^here we unfortunately got sep ting the ocean by steam. An estimate has ed in this town, says he has harvested nearly
of the Duke of Orleans has been mention
been
made
of
the
cost
of
2000
tons,
and
a
ed, in case affairs should assume a serious
Instructions have been received at the New arated. I remained quiet in concealment committee of twelve has been appointed to I 70 bushels of sound ripe ears of Indian corn
from one third of an acre.—This would he
York Navy Yard (so says the Long Island until dusk (Sunday evening)—then I thought obtain subscriptions.—Boston Dai. Adv.
aspect.,
not far from 100 bushels of shelled corn to
The Richerche frigate, sent sometime a- Star) to employ no wbigs in the public ship it prudent to start—I walked across the
beach to the bushes to see if their trail con
the acre. The greatest amount on an aw
go on an exploring expedition, bad return yards. None but loco focos are to have tinued—took care to use the same tracks
The Cherokees.—The retnoval of the In that we have ever seen recorded, was raiser
ed after reaching 80 degrees north latitude ; work. Several hundred men are employed back so as to. deceive them—got along the dians by land, which,' was undertaken in Sep
by Mr. Pratt in the town of Eaton, N. V
the further prosecution of the voyage was on the public vessels.
beach five or six miles and encountered a tember, but given over in consequence of the some twenty years ago, for which he re
prevented by the intensity of the cold, the
party of Indians—they saw me and raised a drought, has now recommenced, and will be ceived the premium of the Madison County
Bunker Hill.—The workmen have recom horrid yell and pursued me—1 ran into a prosecuted with great energy and despatch Agricultural Society. He had one hundred
mercury being 67 1-2 below the freezing
menced operations upon Bunker Hill, and are swamp where the mud and water was about until completed.—Nashville Whig.
and sixty bushels on an acre, as accurately
point of Fahrenheit.
driving a brisk business in the dirt line—-pre waist high—two Indians remained where I
measured and sworn to.
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having
been
apparatory to the laying out of lots and the erec entered, while the rest seemed to be sur t.Chancellor
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that
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law
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|
win
at
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distances
fmfn
other,
rounding me—they avoided the water on ac
Mexico, to join Rear Admiral Baudin’s townsmen will want a guide to point out to count of the snakes, the wreckers told me.
Massachusetts, prohibiting the sale of ardent *bout a5foot
fifteen inches a|m-t of eoUrse
squadron.—Boston Daily Advertiser.
them the extent of the field where the open
mode oi
I was about an hour there—concluded it spirits, is not repugnant to the Constitution of there were no hi||s. Tbe
ing battle of the revolution was fought— would not do to stop till morning, for they the United States.
culture and description of nhe soil are reA shoemaker of Paris is’ said to have where the British first made their attack upon would get me—got out and took to the shore
. ,
,
,
t
-T
_ .
corded in numerous agmnltural publicsmade the discovery that the soles of boots the little breast work which, like Jonah’s —was careful to go so close to the shore that
A suit has been brought at New Orleans tions.—Kennebec Journal
and shoes, steeped in boiling bitumen, are gourd, sprung up in a night, and they will be every ripple of the water should wash out for the restitution of real estate in the city,
told that the heat of the battle was fought in my tracks—came across a well of water that estimated to be worth $4,000,000. The
rendered water proof and everlasting.
The Baptists at their fat© convention, d«’
that man’s back yard !— that the assault was was covered, and a village of low huts, said claim is founded on an old French grant.
cided that their Theological School, which
made about in front of that man’s barn-door ! to have been some old barracks—I took
has been commenced at Charleston, shall I*
A Large Foot.—-Sam Slick says he and that Warren fell somewhere in the vicin
them to be Indian huts as I saw no tracks'beA Tough 'un.—One of ©ur neighbors, says permanently located at Thomaston.
knew a man down east, whose feet were ity of that gutter !—Aurora.
yond them. I was puzzled to know how to the Fall River Patriot, had a goose stolen from ,
—— ___
so big that he had to pull his pantaloons
pass them. The palmettoes were like shark’s him last week, which he had owned twenty- ’ Strong green tea is prescribed as an
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at
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over his head.
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j ua| cur0 for sea sickness.
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HYMENEAL.

Vegetable Family Pills7
prepared

MARRIED—In this town, on Sunday evening

from
medicinal
PLANTS,

To the Honorable Court of County Comm is-'
sioners /or the County of York :
HE subscribers, inhabitants of the towns
of York and Kittery, respectfully rep
resent that the highway leading from the
County road, near the dwelling house of Elijah Junkins, in said York, to the County
road, located from near the dwelling house of
John Langley, in York, to Cutts’ hill, so call
ed, in Kittery, is narrow, circuitous and in
commodious to the public, that the route as
the
now travelled, is in some places very hilly
and subject to being blocked up by winter
snows. We therefore pray your Honors, that
you will view the route, and also pray that
you will locate a road from said beginning, to
intersect said located County road, near said
Cutts’ hill, by the straightest and best route
practicable, as soon as your Honors think
convenient. And as in duty bound will ever
pray.
JOSEPH-JUNK1NS, Jun.
and 72 others.
York, Oct. 1,1838.

T

By T. O. Richardson,
JD.,
tice in Paris, by which thu light ot . single (
Proprietor
of
the
celebrated
Sherry-wine
. about
1 . this town.
Illinois election.—The long mooted burner is furnished at an expense of
flitters,
In Boston, Mr. Thomas Atkins, of Chatham,
question, as to the result of the election in 40 cents per annum.
SOUTH READING, MASS.
to Miss Lydia A. Murphy, formerly of Kenne
one of the congressional districts in Illinois,
HE Proprietor of these Pills offers to the
A new periodical is to be started in Wash bunk-port.
has at length been definitely settled, Mr.
In Shapleigh, Mr. Simon P. Bradbury ofBanpublic the result of an extensive prac
ington, D. C., on the first of January next, gor, to Miss Mary Ann Gowen öf S.
Stuart, the whig candidate, having received
tice, and a thorough investigation of
In Saco, Mr. Ivory Fenderson, to Miss Eliza laws which govern the human system. It
entitled the “ National Magazine and Repub
a certificate of election. Stuart, according
beth Bryant.
cannot be denied by those who have become
lican Review.” It will be devoted exclu
to the official canvass, had 18,247 votes, i
acquainted with them, that they have the
sively to the advancement of the great prinOBITUARY.
Douglass 18,242.
The Van Buren papers, |
pre-eminence over all Pills now in use.—
which have all along insisted that Douglass ’ ciples of the whig party, and the encourage
DIED—In South-Berwick, Mrs. Elizabeth Every person should understand that there
ment of literature and science.
H. J. Brent, How, wife of Capt. Christopher How, aged 63 is a certain class of pretenders who publish
was chosen lieyond a doubt, are now endeav
their Pills purporting to come from the Brit
Esq. editor
80 pages, monthly, at $5 per years.
oring to make the people believe that the re
In Great-Falls, Oct. 20th, of consumption, Ben ish College of Health, in Europe, or the In
year.
________________
jamin Tarr, jr. aged 21 year v
sult was caused by an act of fraud on the
dians, &c.—also puffing certificates of great
In Saco, a child of Mr. George C. Nicholas.
Three trunks were cut from a stage-coach,
cures, which in fact have no author, or, if
part of the Governor of the State ! !
In Saco, 25th ult. Miss Mary Cromwell, aged there be one, he is unknown here or else
J near Fredericksburg, Va. on the morning of 18 years.
where ; and hence, deceitful persons, igno
Pennsylvania.—The official returns of the 23d ult. Two of them were subsequent
rant of the nature and operation of medicine,
the members elect of the next Legislature of ly found, rifled of most of their contents,—
STATE OF MAINE.
SHIP NEWS
as well as the constitution, have been en
Pennsylvania areas follows :—
York, ss—
the third was found unopened. Two men,
gaged in their manufacture.
KENNEBUNK, NOV. 3, 1838.
V. B.
Whig.
The enormous and continued doses of At the regular session of the County CommiS*
brothers, have since been arrested in Wash
sioners of the County of York, begun and
9
24
ARRIVED.
from 10 to 20 pills, which they recommend,
Senate,
ington,
D.
C.,
upon
whom
a
large
portion
of
held at Alfred, within and for said County of
47
53
Oct. 30—sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston ;
produce prostration, attended with a violent,
House,
—•
the stolen property was found. One of the
York, on the second Tuesday of October,
31—ech. Noma, Grant, do.
and in many cases, alarming inflammation of
A. D. 1838.
56
SAILED.
77
rogues is a recent graduate of the Virginia
the mucous membrane of the alimentary ca
Oct. 29—sch. Grape, Ward, Boston.
N the foregoing Petition, Ordered that
Democratic whig majority on joint ballot Penitentiary.
nal, and that, consequently, no small degree
MEMORANDA.
the Petitioners notify all persons and
of
injury
may
be
done
by
their
too
frequent
21. The aggregate vote lor Governor, as
Ar. at Saco, 23d Oct. schs. Friend’s Delight,
corporations interested, that said Commission
The Smithfield (R. I.) Union Bank was
use.
Chase, Dennis ; Elizabeth, Leavitt, Danvers ;
officially canvassed, is as follows
Porter
This observation applies more especially ers will meet at the dwelling house of Joseph
entered last Saturday morning, and robbed Hero., Benson ; May-flower, Emery and Hudson,
131,521 ; Ritner 121,668. Van Buren ma of $3400, all in bills of the bank. A reward Clark, Boston ; 25th, schs. Maine, Smith ; Agri to those persons of debilitated digestive con Junkins, jr. in York, on th® third day of De
jority 9,853.
The whig majority in the
Gordon ; Mercator, Smith, and Pacific, stitutions. The longer I practice, the more cember next, at ten of the clock in the fore
of $500 is offered for the recovery of the cola,
Small, Boston ; 28th, sqhs. Adno, March, and I become convinced that the milder laxa noon, and will then proceed to view the route
Northern Liberties ( Philadelphia county ). is
money and the detection of the robbers.
Ransom, Brown, Boston.—Sid, 23d, brig Lion, tives are decidedly more preferable to the prayed lor, and immediately after said view,
not included in the above —this would reGillpatrick, Charleston ; 26th, sch. Phseton, Pike, more active and irritating articles of this will, in some convenient place in the vicinity,
Three steamboats were sunk, about Oct. 5, Boston ; 27th, schs. Hudson, Clark ; May-flower, kind, in common cases, except where there hear the petitioners and those opposed to the
duce Porter’s majority to 8,6513.
110 miles above Memphis, by striking on a Emery, and Elizabeth, Ledvitt, Boston ; 28th, is reason to believe # that the stomach and prayer of said petition.—Said notice to be by
New Jersey.—The Legislature of this snag. Two of them are entirely lost with schs. Friend’s Delight, Chase, Dennis; Molly, bowels are in a loaded condition ; it will al causing an attested eopy of said petition and
Chase, Providence.
this order thereon to be published three
State met at Trenton on Tuesday of last their cargoes—the other may possibly be raisAr. at New York,25th, ult. brig Lima, Nason, ways be advisable to abstain from energetic weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
or
irrifoting
purgatives,
and
even
then,
his
was
Cronstadt,
Elsineur,
Aug
.29
;
27th,
brig
Ganza,
week. Dr. Condict (democratic whig)
printed at Kenne
, ed. Only one life was lost.
Aperient Pills by increasing the quantity will zette, a newspaper
Patterson, Leghorn, 81.
re elected Speaker of the House, having 32
generally do all that any purgative can do, bunk, in said county ; by causing the Coun
The Charleston Courier of 23d Oct. states
out of 51 votes. Mr. Parsons was also re
by thoroughly cleansing and producing a ty Attorney of said County, and the town
NOTICE
healthy action in the stomach and bowels, Clerks of the towns of York and Kittery, in
elected Vice President of the Council, receiv that the fever in that city had almost entirely
To the Stockholders of the Kennebunk-port without forcing the food too rapidly through said county, respectively to be served with
ing 9 of 15 votes. The whig candidates for subsided.
Granite and Rail road Company.
the stoinac i into the bowels, before it has like copies, and by postiag up the same ia
-——--------------- —
Clerks and the other officers necessary toI
N assessment of one dollar, on each share had time to undergo the operation of the three public places in each of said towns ;—
A dwelling-house was destroyed by fire in
of the capital stock (issued) of said Com gastric fluid. They act in connection with the first of said publications and each of the
complete the organization of the two hou
Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 16th ult. It was
pany, having been made, and legal notice
our food and harmonize so well with the other notices to be thirty days at least, before
ses, were successful.
thereof having been given: I hereby give constitution, by assisting nature to throw off■ the said third day of Deaetuber.
occupied
by
a
poor
widow
woman
and
her
Gov. Pennington dislocated his hip, in
Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
public notice to all concerned, that 1 shall diseases in her own way, without injuring
Copy of Petition and order,
alighting from his carriage, on the day of three children. One of the children perish sell at public auction on Friday, the 30th day the constitution, that persons who have ta
Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
of Nov. inst. at 10 o’clock A. M., at the Com ken them only for a short time\are so per
the assembling of the Legislature, in conse- ed in the flames.
pany’s house, in Kennebunk-port, all shares
quence of which the counting of the votes
Mammoth Vegetables.—A turnip beet on which the above assessment shall remain fectly satisfied with their operation as to rec
Sheriff’s Sale.
ommend them to others. It is a well known
for Members of Congress was delayed.
was raised in Hartford, Ct. the present season, unpaid at the time, or so many of them as fact that most diseases arise from a derange v
rgNAKEN in execution, all the
may
be
necessary
to
pay
said
assessment,
to

ment of the stomach and bowels in adult York, ss....
right in equity which Sam
Ohio.—Returns from all the counties in which measures 27 inches in circumference gether with all incidental expenses.
and declining life. The extensive sympa uel K. Hutchinson, Samuel Sawyer, Benja
and weighs 13 pounds. A common red
By order of the Board of Managers.
the State, except seven, give, for Governor,
thies which subsist between them ami every min Melvin and Simeon C. Sargent, all of
JACOB MITCHELL,
Vance (whig) 98,803 ; Shannon (V. B.) 102,- beet was raised in Saco, measuring 32$ inch
other part of the living body, is the founda Sanford in the county of York, manufactur
Treasurer of the Kennebunk-port Granite tion of nervous diseases of all kinds, Loss of ers, have to redeem the following Real Es
869. The counties to be heard from, at the es in circumference and weighing 19£ pounds.
and Rail road Company.
Our exchanges contain numerous notices of
Appetite, Languor, Drowsiness, Pain in the tate, viz :—certain pieces or parcels of Land,
last election, gave a Van Buren majority of
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 2, 1838.
Head, Side, Back or Limbs, Headache, Gid with the buildings, &c. thereon, situate at
big vegetables, but we think we can tell a
about 200.—The Congress men elect are, 11
diness, Lowness of Spirits, Restlessness said Sanford, being all the right existing in
Sheriff’s Sale.
nights, and daily Irritability, &c., and these
whig», 8 Van Buren men. General Assem tale in this line which none of our cotempo
AKEN on original writ and will be sold in their turns give birth to Dyspepsia, Palpi them on the second day of October, A. D.
a musk-melon, of delicious I
bly-Senate, 18 Van Buren, 17 whigs. 1 raries can equal
on execution, at the store of Hawley tation of the Heart, Shortness of Breath, 1837. The whole of which premises were
sold and conveyed to Samuel K.. Hutchin
district doubtful.—House, 38 Van Buren and flavor, weighing/brft/ pounds and eight ounces,
A. Keay in Lebanon, ip the county of York,
think of that! It was the production of the on
' Saturday the 29th day of December next, Dropsy, Jaundice, Piles, Fevers, Inflamma son and Samuel Sawyer, by Thomas J.
tory Humours, Coughs, and a host of other
34 whigs.
1
“ far west,” however. A letter was received ,all the right which Caleb Emery, of said diseases, which embitter mature life and poi Cutts, on the third day of July, A. D. 1835,
and recorded on the 65tb and G6th pages ot
ARKANSAS.-ThZ“N^tohal intelligencer in this town from Alton, III.a few days since, Lebanon, has to redeem the following des
son all sources of enjoyment. Numerous the 152d book in the Registry of Deeds of
cribed real estate, situate in Lebanon afore certificates of cures have been offered, but
said County of York, said premises being
states that it is reported that Mr. Cummings, in which the writer mentioned that she had said, and bounded as follows
Easterly by
the whig candidate for Congress, is elected just been partaking of a slice from a Melon of the highway leading from Berwick to Ac the proprietor trusts to the merits of the subject to a mortgaged deed to Thomas J.
medicine rather than- any aid from puffing Cmts. Also one other mortgage deed to
ton—Northerly by land of Dr. Alvah Parker certificates upon which the whole merits of
in Arkansas. The returns for mefobeiW^t the weight above named.
John Storer and John Frost, 2d. all duly re
and
James
Murray,
and
southerly
by
the
tiie‘Suite Legislature, as far as received, look
many advertised medicines depend.
corded—and to be sold a> public vendue on
Q^Two or three of the Eastern papers lane leading from said Emery’s dwellingOffice, No. 15, Hanover st., Boston, Mass.’• the premisi
premises, on the first day of December,
extremely well.
house to Mark W. Pray’s housp, together — Price 25 cents per box, with full direc
are about to be discontinued, in consequence
A. ~
D. 1838, at two of the elock in the after
with
the
buildings
standing
onthe
same.
—
tions.
Georgia election.—Complete and offi of the backwardness of their subscribers in
The same having been attached on
. noon. Th
Also all the right which said Emery has to
Sold by D. Remich, Bryant & Warren, and the original writ,—Conditions at Sale.
cial returns of the votes for Members of Con paying up arrearages. Very few persons are redeem the lot of Ipnd described as follows,
S. Jordan, Kennebunk ;Seth Hatch, John IL
HAWLEY A. KEAY, D. Sheriff.
gress, at the late election in Georgia, have aware of the cost of publishing even a week situated in said Lebanon, botiWed east by Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
Lebanon, Oct. 24, 1838.
been published. The entire whig ticket is ly newspaper, or of the time and labor re the highway aforesaid—north by the lane Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass ;
aforesaid, and westerly by land of George
TAIUORIA^.
elected by an average majority of 1352.
quired to get out a sheet once a week, cred Stacpoie.—All of said real, estate, above do. Samuel Adams; Buxton, Thomas S.
Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rurnery ; Water
New Establishment.
itably and punctually. The entire subscrip described, is subject to a mortgage to Mark borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Benj. F.
AMUEL P. CUMMINGS, would respect
Vermont Senator.—Hon. Samuel S.
tion of some of our country journals does not Wood and Ebenezer G. Yeaton.—Condi Chadbourne ; North Berwick, Jeremiah
fully announce to the public, that he has
tions liberal, and made known at the time Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble ; Dover,
Phelps was chosen a Senator in Congress,
taken the shop over Scamman & Cole’s store,
amount to a sum sufficient to pay for the ser
and
place
of
sale.
by the Legislature of Vermont, on the 22d
Wm. B, Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H. on Pepperell square, Saco, where he intends
vices of the editor, if he were to devote his
HAWLEY A. KEAY, D. Sheriff.
Wheeler.
carrying on the
ult., in place ot Mr. Swift, whose term ex whole time to the supervision of its columns.
Sept. 25, 1838.
November 3, 1838.
TAI LORING BUSINESS,
pires on the 4th of March next. In the And yet many wonder why country papers
in all its branches. He has secured the servi
BUFFALO
ROBES,
&c.
House, Mr. P. was elected on the 16th bal are not larger—do not contain more original
ces of an experienced cutter—{Mr. James L.
NEW GOODS.
HE subscriber has for sale
loting, when the vote stood,—Phelps 106 ; matter, &c. &c. So we go.
Ross,)—and by strict attention to his business
Lots of troub
Buffalo Robesand Fur Gloves ;
H. GOULD has just received a new he hopes to merit and receive the patronage of
Allen 20 ;-Kellog (V. B.) 76. In the Sen le and little sympathy—lots of labor and lit
• supply of Goods, among which are jthe public. Al! garments made in this shop
Otter and Fur Seal Caps ;
ate, Mr. P. received 14 of 26 votes thrown,
Nutria and Muskrat do. ;
the following :—
will be warranted to fit, and give general satis
tle pay.
Men’s and Boy’s do.;
Black, Blue, Inv. Green and Brown faction ; and all work entrusted to his care
Nicknaming.—There are few habits which
Rail-Road Meeting.—A meeting Of the
Boas and Neckties ;
Broadcloths, Habit Cloth, for ladies’ cloaks, will be executed with neatness and punctual
Muffs and Fur Collars;
Pilot Cloth, Black, Brown, Lavender and ity.
citizeris of Dover, and others, interested in the1 give stronger evidence of littleness of.mind
Brush and Nutria Hats ;
Quarterly fashions from New-York, ana
Dark Mixed Cassimeres, Hunter’s Cloth,
continuation <»f the Boston-and Maine Rail than that of nicknaming. There are two
Silk and Knap do.;
Blue, Drab, Lavender Mixed and Oxford the other principal cities will be regularly re
road from Exeter to Dover, was held ini descriptions of persons with whom this habit
Wool and Covered Glazed do. ;
Mixed Sattinets, English and German Meri ceived. Persons wishing for business in his
Large and Small Cloth Caps.
no s, Crape Camblet, Imitation Goat’s Han- line are respectfully invited to call.
Dover on the 25th ult. After the meetingI is prevalent,—the witless, who undertake to
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
do., Worsted do., English and American
Saco, Oct. 6, 1838.
bail been organized, it was addressed by sev■ pass for wits, and the malignant, who, for
Kennebunk, Nov. 3, 1838.
______ Prints, English Ginghams, Furniture Patch,
eral gentlemen, among whom was Hobert want of a better instrument with which
Rattiriet, Highland Plaid Shawls, Merino
A Horse for Sale.
Clark, Esq. of Andover, Mass., President of to
1 effect their purpose, endeavour to injure
do., Edinboro’ do., |Fancy Handkerchiefs,
T the Westport, Mass. Manufacturing es
ILL be sold at Auction, on Saturday Brown and Bleached Sheetings and Shirt
objects of their malice, by adopting the
tablishment, near New Bedford, three
the Boston and Maine Rail-Road corpora- the
i
the 3d of November, at 3 o’clock ings, Drillings, Ticking, Batting, Wadding,
customs
of
street-brawlers
and
blackguards.
or four good families ;—those with girls
lion. Resolutions were then offered and <
P. M. at the shop of Messrs. Bryant & War Colored Cambrics, Padding, Canvass, White would be preferred ; or twelve single female
former is contemptible—the latter a ren, a prime HORSE, eight years old, now
adopted, declaring that the continuation of The
1
Cambrics, Swiss Muslin, Bobinet Lace, Spinners, to whom good wages will be given
___ ___________
the Road from Haverhill to Dover would be nuisance.
owned by Dr. B. Smart.
Woolen Gloves, Quality Binding, Twilled and paid monthly. 50 cents r side will be
Terms
liberal,
to
suit
the
purchaser,
known
Tape, Black Italian and Canton Sewing given to Spinners and they can tend six sides.
of public utility and more particularly bene
First Snow.—We were visited by a Snow
at
the
time
of
sale.
Silk, Twist, Linen and Cotton Thread, Cam Four stout girls are also wanted to Reel by
ficial to the town of Dover, and that it is foi Storm of no little severity on Wednesday last,
Kennebunk, Oct. 20, 1838.
bric and Lace Insertion, Silk and Cotton the job, who can make from three to four
the interest of that town to take measures which commenced early in the morning and
Handkerchiefs and Cravats, Figured Swiss dollars per week. There are good tenements
Adjournment.
for its immediate construction —A committee, continued nearly the whole day. It also
The above sale is adjourned one week, to Muslin, Silk and Cotton Velvets, Vesting, at the factory. For particulars enquire of
Striped Shirting, Bleached
Linen, Kid James Osborn, Kennebunk.
consisting of Messrs. Francis Cogswell, Steph snowed for a few hours on Thursday night.
Nov. 10.
_____ ... .
Gloves, Coat Binding, Crash, Umbrellas,
CHRIST’R COATES, Superintendent.
en Hanson and Samuel Wyatt, was appointed — In Boston and its vicinity a snow storm of
Corset Lacings, Colton Flannel, Factory
Westport, Mass. Oct. 16,1838.
“
NOTICE.
to confer with the Directors of the Road and several hours duration was experienced on
Warp, Red Serge, Yellow Flannel, Red do.,
HE
annual
meeting
of
the
Kennebunk
to superintend the subscription of the stock. Sunday afternoon and evening last.
While do., Russia Diaper, Plaid Silk Hand
NOTICE.
Fire Society will he holden at the
kerchiefs, Brown Linen, Scissors, Pearl But
The citizens of Dover appear to he deterAMUEL MENDUM would inform the
Mousam House, in this village, on Tuesday
tons, Plush, &c. &c.
London papers to Oct. 1, and Liver evening the 13th inst. at66;io clock.
gentlemen of Kennebunk and vicinity,
mined to takeffiold of the work in earnest,
that he has removed to the room over Mr.
Hard Ware.
The Supper will be served at precisely 7
nn> to extend the road with all convenient pool io Oct. 2, have t>een received at New
Table Knives and Forks, Butcher and Phineas Stevens’ Shop, where he carries on
o^clock®
despatch to that town. They are anxious, York. Their contents are unimportant.
Sheath do., Saw Files, Plated Table Spoons, the Tailoring Business in a neat and fash
JOSEPH CURTIS, Secretary.
also, to extend it into Maine. We are told
Tea do., Iron do., Brittania do., Vest But ionable manner, and hopes, by obtaining the
Kennebunk, Nov. 4, 1838.
The friends of Temperance will bear
tons, Hooks & Eyes, Trunk Locks, Chest latest fashions and a strict attention to busi
that a route from Dover to this village might
do., Door do., Pins, Cotton Cards, Brittania ness, to give satisfaction to those who may
be selected, which would be very eligible for in mind, that the County Convention will be
Tea Pots, Ink Powder, Ink, Gimblets, Glass patronise him.
ISAAC
FURBISH
the road, both as regards distance and cheap held at Alfred on Wednesday next at 10
Wanted,
AS iust received a pri the assortment of Paper, Door Latches, Butts and Screws,
ness Of construction. They invite the co A.M.
A first rate Journeyman.
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC DRY Steel Pens, Pocket Books, Wallets, Pocket
Kennebunk, Oct. 6,1838.
Knives,
Razors, Cattle Cards, Slates, Fine
GOODS, Hard and Crockery Ware, Groce

operation of the citizens of Maine in the un
The Grand Jury of Philadelphia have pre ries, &c. &c.—all of which will be sold at Saws, Chisels, Hammers, Plane Irons, Razor
dertaking, on the ground that it is decidedly
Straps, Wood Knobs, Spectacles, Looking
sented the practice of betting on elections as
CAPS.
the best route, inasmuch as it avoids all tide “ an evil of terrific magnitude,” and recom fair prices for prompt pay.
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, 1838.__________ Glasses, &c. &c, &c.
GOOD assortment of Fur Seal, Nutra,
waters, and consequently saves the neces mend the passage of a law, disfranchising for
Groceries.
Muskrat, Hair Seal, and Cloth Caps,
MT COST.
sity oi crossing ferries. The Dover Enquir a given time, all persons convicted of betting
Young Hyson and Souchong Tea, Molas
for sale by
S. H. GOULD.
money on results of elections, and that all per rpHE subscriber wishing to dispose of his ses, Sugar, Pork, Loaf Sugar, Cheese, Fine
er, in reference to the subject, says
—also—
sons concerned therein as aiders or abettors, JL stock of Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes Salt, Rice, Saleratus, Nutmegs, Cloves, Pi
India Rubber Over Shoes, Gentlemen’s
“Ifthe road is brought from Exeter to shall on conviction be punished with fine and immediately ; offers them at cost, and respect mento, Alum, Starch, Ginger, Tobacco,
Calf Pegged Boots, Thick do., Boys Thick
Dover, it is certain that it cannot go to Ports imprisonment.
fully invites those in want of such articles, to Brooms, Chocolate, Prepared Cocoa, Can do., Children’s Thick do.
mouth, and also highly probable that the
call and examine.
dles, Soda, Camphor, British Lustre, Olive
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 20,1838.
lower road will not be built farther east than
WILLIAM LAIGHTON.
Hon. Samuel M. Pond of Bucksport, has
Oil, Cayenne Pepper, Copperas, Sulphur,
Salem or Newburyport : at all events, it is ev been appointed Judge of Probate for the
Kennebunk, Oct. 26, 1838.
CASE Pennsylvania Slates,—a first rate
&c. &c. &c.
ident, from the language of the Journal, that
—ALSO—
article, just received and for sale by
it cannot go east of Portsmouth, while the up county of Hancock.
Almanacs for 1839.
A general -assortment of Crockery Ware.
D. REMICH.
per road, having no wide and rapid river to
OBERT
B.
THOMAS
’
Fanner
’
s
Alma

More Hope for our Crafl.—Gen. Leakin,
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 20, 1838.
Kennebunk, Oct. 24,1838.
cross, will be extended to Kenneouna
r
Mayor of Bahi.
Kennebunk ana
and nac. Calculated for the State of Maine.
American Almanac ; People’s ; Comic and
»»- J&— 'eW yearS 860 8 j0Urneyman
IOLIN and Bass Viol strings. A fresh
Crockett’s Almanacs ;
^OR sale by W,LUAM LORD & Co
supply, just received by remich
tween Maine and Massachusetts.
P Lamar, the President elect of Texas, was
For sale at the lowest prices, singly or in
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Sept. 29, 1838.
We shall allude to this subject again at a formerly an editor of a paper in the United quantities, by •
Kennebunk, Oct. 24,1838.
Kennebunk, Oct. 24,1838.
j States.
future' time.
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SHEET LEAD,

eated in OnHE MATCHLESS SANATIVE, IN-'
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits IS ft
"(^A CONTRA ST—Ail nations, from he now offers to the publie, and he wasseated
1
been g
VENTED BY L. OFFEN GOELICKE. _
certain
mind accompanied
the remotest ages, have had ships, but Co a very short time, after his recovery had
_____ . _state
___ of the- ____
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
lumbus only found the way to America. Be pronounced not only improbable, but absolutely
impossible,
by
any
human
means.
[From the Portland Transcript.]
fore the time of the great Spanish navigator,
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
[Translated from the German.]
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.^The Proprietor of
people were only enabled to paddle about the
THE SOUL.
The MATCHLESS SANATIVE, invented the worst consequences imagined» Ancient
the
V
egetable Life Pills does not follow the
shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It
medical writers supposed this disease to be
There are deep mysteries about the soul
base and mercenary practice of the quacks of by the immortal Louis Offen Goelickf,, M. D.
is but two short years since I first ventured lhe day, in advising persons to take his Pills in of
„ £* /"'Germany,
t — M r» »-» tt IP
11i* r\ £» to
ctrin i ah i n 4-thL >-»e world
rxuLl confined to those particular regions of the ab
That angels cannot fathom
there are things
Europe,
is nastonishing
upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov large quantities.
Within this little heart of man, that man
good medicine can possibly 1 with its mighty victories over many Fearful domen, technically called hypochondria,
Himself may not unravel—strange, and wild,
ered the precious object I was in search of— be so required. These Pills are to be taken at I diseases, which have been pronounced incur- which are situated on the right or left side of
And accountable. They speak for him
HEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in bed time every night, for a week or fortnight, I able bv physicians of every age, being the most that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
An immortality of being, now,
deed known when I commenced my search, according to the obstinacy of the disease. The . VALUABLE MEDICINE, and the most unac- chondriasis.
Then crush the hope, and make him feel
’ consti-i-1| countable in its operations of any ever prepared
but their use was not. By the use of them, I usual dos'e is from 2 to 5, according to the
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
That he is born for dust. They tell him once
Very delicate persons ;: by human hands ; a medicine, obtained equally symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
have not only passed from the dejected in tution of the person.
Of noble thoughts within, and purposes,
j
•
--------j
animal
,
mineral
and
vegetable
the
Vegetable bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas,
valid, to the hale, hearty and active man of should begin with but two, and increase as the 1 from
IV ICT U UVM S, U1UO
v.
. v.uD
So God’like that he fain would rise and claim
business, but, comparatively speaking, I have nature of the case may require: those more ro- ' kingdoms, thus possessing a THREE FOLD modie pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, palHis seat among supernal beings—then.
bust,
or
of
very
costive
habit,
may
begin
with
3,
'
„u.-o
tn
POWER
—
a
medicine
of
more
value
to mnnUn.1
mankind
renewed
my
youth.
lean
thus,
with
confi

Revealing in its dark and deadly lines,
and increase to 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will! than the united treasures of our Globe ; and for pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
dence in mv own experience, advise with my effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the ! which we have abundant cause to bless the be the attention upon any subject of importance
His kindred unto demons, banish him
fellow-citizens.
Does
the
reader
want
proof
To more befitting company, away,
patient in their further use. These Pills some neficent hand of a kind Providence ; a medicine or engaging in anything that demands vigor
Amid the spirits of the fallen ones!
that the VEGETABLE LIFE MEDICINES times occasion sickness and vomiting, though which begins to be valued by physicians, who or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
And thus it is. The souLis but a mass
are suitable to his,own case ? I have on my very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul ;.this, have heretofore opposed it, who are daily wit comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
Of strange and deadly conflicts with itself—
file at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of however, may be considered a favorable symp nessing its astonishing cures of many they had ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
A very host of enemies that war
letters, from some of the most respectable tom, as the patient will find himself at once re- : resigned to the grasp of the insatiable grave ; a total derangement of the nervous system.—
Like the mad billows of the storm-tost sea
citizens ofthis my native land, voluntarily of lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover, i precious and powerful medicine, which has thor The mental feelings and peculiar train of
Forever on themselves.
fered in testimony of the virtues of A GOOD They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and ‘ oughly filled the great vacuum in the Materia ideas that haunt the imagination and over
There’s swelling Hope
never give pain unless the bowels are very much Medica ; and thereby proved itself to be the con
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
And Fear and wild Despair in fierce array,
Persons whose constitutions have been encumbered. They may betaken by the most queror OF PHYSICIANS.
Drawn up agaihst her. There is beaming Love,
versity. The wisest and best of men areas
(0=
Dose
of
the
SANATIVE,
for
adults,
one
delicate
females
under
any
circumstances.
—
It
is,
nearly ruined by the “ all infallible” mineral
Winning the soul with its soft influence,
recommended, that those in later pe drop ; for children a half drop ; and for infants open to this affliction as the weakest.
preparations of the day, will bear me witness, however,
And Jealousy and Hate all fiendishly
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
The directions explain the
riods of pregnancy should take but one at a time, a quart-r drop.
Contending to subvert her heavenly sway,
that the Life Medicines, and such only, are ’and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and method of taking these portions, and contain a treatment are to remove indigestion and
And bring the heart within their dark control. the true course to permanent good health.
even two may be taken where the patient is very history of the medicine and its distinguished in strengthen the body, and to enliven thé spir
There’s Pity, with her eye beseechingly
JOHN MOFFAT.
costive. One pill in a solution of two tablespoons ventor.
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Imploring Sympathy for a wide world
Price, three and one third rix dollars ($2 50) ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant conGENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol
Of suffering men, and beckoning to Peace,
lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours per half ounce.
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLSAND
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
While fierce Revenge with “ all a Satan’s heart,”
Testimony No. 1.
till it operates ; fora child from one to five years
PHCEN1X BITTERS.
Stirs up the soul to vengeance on mankind !
fully regulated by the occasional use ofa
A
letter
from
H.
P.
Sherwood,
Esq
of
Newof
age,
half
a
pill
—
and
from
five
to
ten,
one
pill.
These medicines have long been known
Thus wildly whi rl the passions of the soul,
mild aperient.
We know nothing better
York.
THÉ PHŒNIX BITTERS, are so called, be
Within this little boundary of dust !
and appreciated, for their extraordinary and cause
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm.
they possess the power of restoring the
October, 1838.
Carolus.
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, expiring embers of health, to a glowing vigor
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
to persons suffering under nearly every kind throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said
New 'York, Oct. 9, 1837.
tain in their operation.
The bowels being
To the Honorable the Court of County Com- of disease to which the human frame is lia to be restored to life from the ashes of its own
Dr S. Rowland —Sir, About lhe middle of Ju once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
' missioners, within andfor the County of
ble.
dissolution. The Phoenix Bitters are entirely ly last, I accidentally noticed in a newspaper the Pills, which are tonic, anodyne and anti
York :
In many hundreds of -certified instances, vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer advertisement of the Matchless Sanative, for spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and
TTJTUMBLY represent the undersigned, they have even rescued sufferers from the tain parts of the western country, which will in which I perceived you were agent, and which without dispute have proved a great blessing
JlJL your petitioners, inhabitants of the very verge of an untimely grave, after al] the fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all professes to be a sovereign remedy for consump to the numerous public.
towns of Wells, York and South Berwick, in deceptive nostrums of the day had utterly kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the tion.
Some physicians have recommended a
As my wife was then fast wasting away with
said county, that a new road leading from failed ; and to many thousands they have effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
free use of mercury but it should not be re
most
powerful
preparations
of
Sarsaparilla,
and
this
dreadful
disease
and
as
our
family
physi

Aaron Maxwell’s house, in said Wells, a permanently secured that uniform enjoyment
immediately cure the determination of cian was daily and anxiously endeavoring to res sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
westerly course until it intersects the Tat- of health, without which life itself is but a will
BLOOD TO THE HEAD ; never fail in the tore her to health without success, I stepped o- gravate the symptoms.
nick road, so called, leading to Doughty’s partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their sickness incident to young females ; and will be ver to his house and asked him if he had any ob f|MIE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be deFalls in North Berwick, would be of great efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous jections to her taking this new medicine. He -anied that whilst many medicines
public benefit, utility and convenience, by it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous debility and weakness of the most impaired con replied, that he was perfectly willing Mrs. which are recommended to the public, have
reason of the present inconvenient and very to those who were unacquainted with the stitutions. Asa remedy for Chronic and Inflam Sherwood should take that or any other medi not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
circuitous route now travelled and establish beautifully philosophical principles upon matory Rheumatism, lhe efficacy of the Phoenix cine she might choose, but he thought it could
there are others which it would be great in
ed between these places. They therefore which they are compounded, and upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin do her no good, as‘her lungs were rapidly
pray your Honors to grant a view of said which they consequently act. It was to gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is CONSUMING AND NO HUMAN MEANS COULD SAVE justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
route for a new road, and that such pro their manifest and sensible action in purify half a wine glass full, in water or wine, and this her.’ Still as a drowning person will catch volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
ceedings may be had on the premises that ing the springs and channels of life, and en quantity may be taken two or three times a day, at a straw and the Sanative being recommended And when a medicine comes endorsed with
the road prayed for may be laid out and es duing them - with renewed tone and vigor, about half an hour before meals, or a less quan by three physicians who had used it in their all the great names that have adorned the
tity may be taken at all times. To those who practice she concluded to give it a trial. 1 sent annals of the medical profession, and war
tablished as a public highway.
that they were indebted for their name, which are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these and purchased a vial, which she commenced
ranted by the seal and signature of long and
NATHANIEL KIMBALL,
was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great taking three times a day, giving a free indul
uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
and 74 others.
request of several individuals whose lives they ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help gence to her appetite according to the directions.
reasonable demand upon the public confi
had obviously saved.
them to perform their functions, and enable the By pursuing this course, she suffered consid dence, when he claims for it a superior con
STATE OF MAINE.
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is erably FOR THE FIRST EIGHT OR TEN DAYS, but sideration.
York, ss—
afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed was shortly able to eat and drink freely, without
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
At the regular session of the County Commis ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths the least inconvenience.
Within four weeks from her first using the Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
sioners of the County of York, begun and PILLS within the knowledge and reach of of lhe absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri
held at Alfred, within andfor said County every individual in the community. Unlike tion is facilitated, and strength of body and ener medicine, her feeble and wasted form began to enviable distinction, for w hilst no medical au
of York, on the second Tuesday of October, the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast gy of rnind are the happy results. For farther put on pew strength and she has been gaining thority in existence condemns it, every medi
particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and from day to day until the present moment, to cal practitioner that is acquainted withit,
A. D. 1838 :
of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are PHŒNIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt’s the utter astonishment of our family, physician freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues;
N the foregoing petition, .»Ordered that purely and solely vegetable, and contain office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the and
friends. She is now enjoying a comfortably
the Petitioners notify all persons and neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or (though not perfect) state of health, is able to be and that the latter should do so in opposition
to their personal interests, must be attributed
corporations interested, that said Commis

other mineral in any form whatever. They $1 per box ; and lhe Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot about house and to attend church.
sioners will meet at the Inn of Aaron Max are entirely composed of extracts from rare tle. Numerous certificates of lhe wonderful
Mrs. Sherwood and myself are both fully of. either to their candor ’and love of truth, or to
well, in Wells in said county, on the twenti and powerful plants, the virtue of which, efficacy af both, may be there inspected.
the opinion, and so are all who know her re their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
In some obstinate and complicated cases of markable case, that she owes her life to the servation, and the testimony of thousands.
eth day of November next, at ten of the though long known to several Indian tribes,
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
clock in the forenoon, and will then proceed and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver Sanative alone ; and as there are probably ma
to view the route for the highway prayed for, chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy, ny consumptive people in the United States, who his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
and immediately after said view will, in some rant pretenders to medical science ; and were Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine have not heard ofthis medicine, measures ought eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
convenient place in the vicinity, hear never before administered‘in so happily effi and other diseases of long standing, it may be speedily to be adopted to have it more generally mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
found necessary to take both lhe Life Pills and the known.
tl^}<fiscovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
the petitioners and those opposed to the cacious a combination.
Phoenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
A number of persons in this neighborhood, I
prayer of said petition.—Said notice to be
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all understand, are taking it for other serious com and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
Their first operation is to loosen from the
the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
by causing an attested copy of said peti
coats of the stomach and bowels, the various Mercury out ofthe system infinitely faster than plaints with very great benefit.
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
tion and this order thereon to be published
the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a
impurities
and
crudities
constantly
settling
1 think of going to the South with my family, ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
certain remedy for the rushing of blood io the
around
them
;
and
to
remove
the
hardened
Gazette, a newspaper printed at Kennebunk,
head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c. sometime this fall, and in case I do, I will pro diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
in said county ; by causing the County At faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, claim the virtues of the Sanative in that quar gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
small
intestines.
Other
medicines
only
par

palsy, &c., should never be without the Life ter ; for though some of the physicians here are whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
torney of said county, and the town Clerks
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will actively opposed to it, I do sincerely believe it dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
of the towns of Wells, York and South Ber
saved my wife from an opening grave.
wick, in said county, respectively to be masses behind, as to produce habitual cos save life. They equalize the circulation of the
If you think this letter will serve the public purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore
served with like copies, and by posting up
pecially ) in the sicknesses incident to moth
good
you are at liberty to publish it.
diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This perspiration, and throw oft'every impurity by the
the same in three public places in each of
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
Respectfully, &c.
fact is Well known to all regular anatomists, pores of the skin.
said towns ;—the first of said publications
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
D. F. SHERWOOD.
Testimony No. 2.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
and each of the other notices to be thirty who examine the human bowels after death,
and
hence
the
prejudice
of
these
well
inform

IMPORTANT
NOTICE.
days at least, before the said twentieth day
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
[From the Brunswick Advertiser.]
ed
men
against
the
quack
medicines
of
the
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested
of November.
“ One person in our village, who was consid accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
age. The second effect of the VEGETA to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities
Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
ered by bis physician to be in a Consumption, petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
BLE
LIFE
PILLS
is
to
cleanse
the
kidneys
to
operate
two
or
three
times
‘
on
the
bowels
in
Copy of Petition and order thereon,
head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
and the bladder, and by this means, the liver the course of the next day. Also, take a table has taken the Sanative and is now well. AAttest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
person, subject to epilectic fits, has been uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
and the lungs, the healthful action of which spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each nother
greatly benefifted by a short course of this
entirely depends upon the regularity of the meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con Medicine. There can be no question but this state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
BOOKS.
others mentioned in the bills of directions
urinary organs. The blood which takes its stitution, half.the quantity may be sufficient.
Medicine has performed wonderful cures in a
ATE PUBLICATIONS.— How shall I red color from the agency of the liver and
(ti^For further particulars of the above host of cases, and that it is worthy ofgeneral at given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
govern my School ? By E. C. Wines. the lungs before it passes into the heart, be
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
tention.”
Hints on Popular Education : By E. C.ing thus purified by them, and nourished by medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
copy of which accompanies the medicine.
Testimony No, 3.
Wines.
food coming from a clean stomach, courses A copy can also be obtained on application A certificate from three members of the Medical FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
Fireside Education : By the author of freely through the veins, renews every part
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk.
Profession, in Germany, in Europe.
Peter Parley’s Tales.
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
of the system, and triumphantly mounts the
Sold
wholesale
and
retail
by
lhe
proprietor,
De Tocqueville’s Democracy in America. banner of health in the blooming cheek.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
W.
B.
Moffat,
367,
Broadway,
New
York.
Health and Beauty : By John Bell.
August, 1838.
We the undersigned, practitioners of medi a doubt by daily testimonies which would
The following are among the distressing vari
Morals and Manners : By Miss Martineau.
cine
in Germany, are well aware, that by our be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
ety
of
human
diseases,
to
which
the
Vegetable
Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey,
Manufactory
course
we may forfeit the friendship of some of EVANS can conscientiously request confi
Life
Pills
are
well
known
to
be
infallible
:
—
Russia and Poland : By the author of Inci
the
faculty,
but not of its benevolent members, dence.
DYSPEPSIA, by thoroughly cleansing the
dents of Travel in Egypt, &c.
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
who
are
uninfluenced
by selfish
motives.
first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
The Young Wife : By Dr. Alcott.
Though we shall refrain from an expression of of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid
Victims of Gaming.
our opinion, either ofthe soundness or unsound Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
Woman as she should be : By Rev. Hub kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
ness of Dr. Goelicke’s new doctrine, we are submitted by the following important and ex
Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache,
bard Winslow; and Woman in her social and Restlessness,
happy to say that we deem his Sanative too val traordinary cures effected by their highly
Ill-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and
domestic Character; By Mrs. John Sand Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of
uable not to be generally known ; for what our medicinal qualities—all of which may be
ford.
eyes behold and our ears hear, we must believe. seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ »Medical office, No.
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
We hereby state, that when Dr. Louis Offen
Hoaryhead : By the author of the Young of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
Goelicke first came before the German public, as 7, Division street. One or two of these he
Christian.
length of the intestines with a solvent process,
the pretended discoverer of a new doctrine and herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
C. W. KIMBALL
Promotion of Domestic Happiness : By M. and without violence : all violent purges leave the
ting public.
Carey.
bowels costive within two days. Diarrhoea and li^rOULD inform the inhabitants of Ken- a new medicine, we held him in the highest con
tempt,
believing
him
and
openly
pronouncing
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
Cholera,
by
removing
the
sharp
acrid
fluids
by
Memoir of Rev. Elijah P. Lovejoy.
▼ ▼
nebiink and vicinity, that he has ta
which these complaints are occasioned, and by ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining him to be a base impostor and the prince of thanks ofone who has been a great sufferer lor sev
Laws of Etiquette.
eral
years, for the great benefit she has received from
quacks. But on hearing so much suid about the
promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus
Annuals for 1839.—The Religious Sou membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly Sanative, against it and for it, we were induced the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
venir : edited by Mrs. Sigourney.—The Gift. blood to a regular circulation, through the process occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it from motives of curiosity merely to make trial has suffered with pain and distress in lhe head, a light
ness across the stomach, shortness r>f breath, and palpi
-The Violet.
of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough up m good order for the above named busi- of its reputed virtues upon a number of our most tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
patients ; and we deem it our bounden her; but since using your Camomile 'Ionic pills, her
In beautiful bindings.—British Poets ; solution of all intestinal obstructions in others. ^AntoCARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG hopeless
duty (even at the expense of our self-interest)
Burns’ Poems; Lady of the Lake ; Lalia The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu GONS, of any style, built to order and war publicly to acknowledge its mighty efficacy in complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
—ALSO—
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enioy
Roohk ; Boquet ; Pope’s Homer ; Language matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in ranted.
curing not only consumption, but other fearful life comfortably again.
J
half that time, by removing local inflammation
of Flowers ; Campbell’s Poems, &c.
Chaise
Repairing
&
Painting-,
maladies which we have heretofore believed in
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
from the muscles and ligaments of the joints.
Juveniles.—A great variety—from 1 cent Dropsies of all kinds, byTreeing and strengthen- done at short notice and on the most reasona curable. Our contempt for the discoverer ofthis
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 years I
medicine was at once swallowed up in our utter have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
to 1 dollar each.
—also—
ing the kidneys and bladder; they operate most ble terms.
astonishment of these unexpected results ; and as my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was coufinSchool Books.—A very extensive assort delightfully on these important organs, and hence SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to an amend for our abuse of him, we do frankly ed to tny room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
have ever been found a certain remedy for the the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
ment.
confess
to the world that we believe him a phi- in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, by dislodg on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
TZ . ■ , . ----- lanthropist who does honor to the profession, continual pain and dizziness in my head; 1 useddiflerStationery.—Almost every article in this ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
purchased
in
this
State.
'
V anous kinds of and to our country which gave him birth.
line usually enquired for.
ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and LUMBER taken in part payment.
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient PillsThe
recent
adoption
of
this
medicine
into
most
consumption,
by
relieving
the
air
vessels
of
the
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
Fine Cutlery.—Razors ; Pen, Pocket and
March 28, 1838.
of our European Hospitals is a sufficient guaran my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
lungs
from
the
mucus,
which
even
slight
colds
Jack Knives ; Scissors, &,q. &c.
ty that it performs all it promises. It needed not to express iny gratitude to you in person In lhe
will occasion, which if not removed “becomes
Auction.
Blank Books—Paper Hangings and hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases,
our testimony, for wherever it is used, it is its mean time 1 subscribe myself y our obedient servant
own
best witness.
BORDERS, &c. &c.
n ...
-,
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st. '
Scurvy, Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the FinO be sold at Auction, on Thursday the
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Herman Etmuller, M. D.
eighth day of November next, at ten
Fancy articles.—A handsome assort perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the ~~
He
therefore
need
only add that his
Walter Van Gault, M. D.
b jo aJnd a11 the humors 5 Scorbutic Eruptions o clock in the forenoon, on the premises,
ment.
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Adolphus Werner, M.D.
Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect about twenty lots of Land, suitable for Store
All of w'hich will be sold at wholesale or and
Germany, December 10, 1836.
upon the fimds that feed the skin, the morbid or House lots, situated in the Ogunquit Vil
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
retail, at very low prices, by
state ot which occasions all Eruptive complaints, lage in Wells, Said lots are fronting on a
07’OLIVER BOURN Agent for Ken- FIL-Lo, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
D. REMICH.
Sallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com
at No 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
nebunk and Kennebunk-port.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16,1838.
plexions The use of these Pills for a very short road laid out from the Post road to the OgunThe above medicine is for sale by most ofthe New I oik, and of his authorised agents in
time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum, 9!lit.riIer’ .oPP<>site the dwelling house of
town and country.
clapboum
Erysipelas and a striking improvement in the Mark Perkins, and are very conveniently sit Post Masters in America.
J. H. ¿ONES corner of Middle and Union
5.000 CLAPBOARDS for sale Clearness of the skin, Common Colds and In uated for Traders, Mechanics and Fisher
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by men. One lot very suitable for a Tannery.
5
WM. LORD & Co.
two, even in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
HE subscriber having contracted with where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
—also—
Sole Agents, Darnel Remich, Kennebunk ;
edy for this most distressing and obstinate malady
the town of Kennebunk, to support
Kennebunk, Oct. 13, 1838.
At the same time and place, two lots suit
the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
the
poor
of
said
town
for
one
year,
hereby
emphatic recommendation. It is well known to able for Wharves, Landing, and Ship build gives notice, that he has made suitable pro Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
hundreds in this city, that the Proprietor of these ing, lying on said Ogunquit river, and ad
PAPER.
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
CASES Letter and Writing Paper— invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted- with this joining said Store and House lots. Condi sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell;
complaint
for
upwards
of
thirty-five
years,
and
tions
—
One
quarter
part
paid
down
—
the
res-,
different qualities—just received and for
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
For further particulars of said town on his account or on account of town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
sale by
D. REMICH.that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed idue in two years.
the
town,
as
he
will
pay
no
bill
for
their
within
the
whole
compass
of
the
Materia
Medica
enquire of
MARK PERKINS
Kennebunk, Oct. 16,1838.
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
suPPort- K I .,AIÆ5 FÜRNALD.
Ogunquit, Oct. 12, 1838.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
jy
February 18,1837.
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